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Abstract

This paper describes the ON-TRAC consor-
tium speech translation systems developed for
IWSLT 2023 evaluation campaign. Overall, we
participated in three speech translation tracks
featured in the low-resource and dialect speech
translation shared tasks, namely; i) spoken
Tamasheq to written French, ii) spoken Pashto
to written French, and iii) spoken Tunisian to
written English. All our primary submissions
are based on the end-to-end speech-to-text neu-
ral architecture using a pre-trained SAMU-
XLSR model as a speech encoder and an mbart
model as a decoder. The SAMU-XLSR model
is built from the XLS-R 128 in order to gen-
erate language agnostic sentence-level embed-
dings. This building is driven by the LaBSE
model trained on a multilingual text dataset.
This architecture allows us to improve the input
speech representations and achieve significant
improvements compared to conventional end-
to-end speech translation systems.

1 Introduction

IWSLT is a unique opportunity that allows each
year the assessment of progress made in the area
of Spoken Language Translation (SLT). This as-
sessment is made possible throughout the organ-
isation of an evaluation campaign including var-
ious shared tasks that address specific scientific
challenges of the SLT domain. In addition to the
well-established shared tasks, IWSLT organisers
introduce new tasks to address the many challenges
settings related to SLT area like data scarcity, mul-
tilingualism, time and computation constraints, etc.

In this context, the IWSLT 2023 proposes two
interesting shared tasks: low-resource and dialect
speech translation (ST). The former aims to as-
sess the exploitability of current translation sys-
tems in data scarcity settings. The latter focuses
on the assessment of the systems’ capabilities in
noisy settings: different dialects are mixed in a
single dataset of spontaneous speech. For the

low-resource task, several language pairs were
proposed this year. In this paper, we focus on
Tamasheq-French, Tunisian Arabic-English and
Pashto-French.

This paper reports the ON-TRAC consortium
submissions for the aforementioned tasks. The
ON-TRAC Consortium is composed of researchers
from three academic laboratories, LIUM (Le Mans
University - France), LIA (Avignon University -
France), MIT (Cambridge - USA) together with
three industrial partners: Airbus France, ELYA-
DATA and Systran. Our systems for the dialect task
focus on both cascaded and end-to-end approaches
for ST. For the low-resource task, we focus on
the leveraging of models based on self-supervised
learning (SSL), and on the training of ST models
with joint automatic speech recognition (ASR), ma-
chine translation (MT) and ST losses.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the related work. Section 3 is dedicated
to detail our primary systems encoder-decoder ap-
proach. The experiments with the Tunisian Arabic-
English dataset for low-resource and dialect ST
tasks are presented in Section 4. Results for the
Tamasheq-French and Pashto-French tracks are pre-
sented in Section 5 and 6 respectively. Section 7
concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2 Related work

Before the introduction of direct or end-to-end ST
models (Berard et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 2017), the
ST task was approached as a cascaded problem:
the speech is transcribed using an ASR model, and
the transcriptions are used to train a classic MT
model. The limitations of this approach include
the need for extensive transcriptions of the speech
signal, and the error propagation between ASR and
MT modules. In comparison to that, end-to-end ST
models offer a simpler encoder-decoder architec-
ture, removing the need for intermediate represen-
tations of the speech signal. Although at first, cas-
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caded models were superior in performance com-
pared to end-to-end models, results from recent
IWSLT campaigns illustrate how end-to-end mod-
els have been closing this gap (Ansari et al., 2020;
Bentivogli et al., 2021; Anastasopoulos et al., 2021,
2022). Moreover, the joint optimization of ASR,
MT and ST losses in end-to-end ST models was
shown to increase overall performance (Le et al.,
2020; Sperber et al., 2020).

Furthermore, SSL models for speech process-
ing are now a popular foundation blocks in speech
pipelines (Schneider et al., 2019; Hsu et al., 2021;
Baevski et al., 2019, 2020). These models are
large trainable networks with millions, or even bil-
lions (Babu et al., 2021b), of parameters that are
trained on unlabeled audio data only. The goal
of training these models is providing a powerful
and reusable abstraction block, which is able to
process raw audio in a given language or in multi-
lingual settings (Conneau et al., 2020; Babu et al.,
2021b), producing a richer audio representation for
the downstream tasks to train with, compared to
surface features such as MFCCs or filterbanks. Re-
cent work found considerable performance gains
and/or state-of-the-art performance by including
these blocks in their target tasks, and more im-
portantly, the final models can be trained with a
smaller amount of labeled data, increasing the ac-
cessibility of current approaches for speech process-
ing (Kawakami et al., 2020; Schneider et al., 2019;
Hsu et al., 2021; Baevski et al., 2019, 2020).1 Re-
cent work found considerable performance gains
and/or state-of-the-art performance by including
these blocks in downstream tasks. Most of them
focused on ASR (Kawakami et al., 2020; Schnei-
der et al., 2019; Hsu et al., 2021; Baevski et al.,
2019, 2020), but recent speech benchmarks (Evain
et al., 2021b,a; Yang et al., 2021) cover tasks such
as ST, spoken language understanding, emotion
recognition from speech and more.

3 Primary systems encoder-decoder
architecture

3.1 SAMU-XLS-R (SAMU−XLS−R)
SAMU−XLS−R is a multilingual multimodal se-
mantic speech representation learning framework
where the speech transformer encoder XLS−R
(Babu et al., 2021a) is fine-tuned using seman-
tic supervision from the pre-trained multilingual

1Recent benchmarks for SSL models can be found in Evain
et al. (2021b,a); Yang et al. (2021); Conneau et al. (2022).

semantic text encoder LaBSE (Feng et al., 2022).
The training and modeling details can be found
in the original paper (Khurana et al., 2022). In
this work, we use the same training framework
but train the model using transcribed speech col-
lected from approximately 100 spoken languages
from several datasets such as CommonVoice-v10
(Ardila et al., 2020a), Multilingual Speech (MLS)
(Pratap et al., 2020), Babel, IndicSuperb (Javed
et al., 2022), Shrutilipi (Bhogale et al., 2023), Vox-
populi (Wang et al., 2021), MGB-2 Arabic (Ali
et al., 2019) and Wenetspeech (Zhang et al., 2022).

3.2 Translation model

We use the standard encoder-decoder architecture
for our translation model. We initialize the encoder
using the pre-trained SAMU−XLS−R. Following
(Li et al., 2020), the decoder is initialized with
the decoder of a pre-trained text-to-text transla-
tion model, namely MBART2. The encoder-decoder
model is trained using corpora that consist of tu-
ples (a1:S ,y1:L), where y1:L is the text translation
sequence of the speech sequence a1:S .

To maintain the pre-trained SAMU−XLS−R val-
ues of the speech encoder, we leave its parameters
unchanged. However, we introduce task-specific
parameters in the form of adapters (Houlsby et al.,
2019), consisting of a bottleneck Feed-Forward
layer, which are added after the Multi-Headed Self-
Attention and fully-connected blocks in each trans-
former layer. While most parameters of the decoder
remain fixed from pre-training, we fine-tune the
Layer Normalization and Encoder-Decoder Cross-
Attention blocks based on (Li et al., 2020).

4 Tunisian Arabic-English track

In this section, we present our experiments for
translating Tunisian Arabic to English in the con-
text of the dialect and low-resource tasks from
IWSLT 2023. Section 4.1 describes the data used
in our experiments. Results on the ST task are
presented in Section 4.3.

4.1 Data

The training and development data conditions are
identical to IWSLT 2022 edition. It consisted of
two types of datasets: (1) 383h of manually tran-
scribed conversational speech and (2) 160h, subpart
of it, augmented with their English translations to
form a three-way parallel corpus (audio, transcript,

2Text-to-text translation model: MBART
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translation). This dataset is made available by LDC
under reference LDC2022E01. The goal of this
track is to train speech translation systems under
two training conditions: constrained, in which only
the provided dataset resources are allowed, and un-
constrained where participants may use any public
or private resources.

4.2 End-to-end ST

We used the end-to-end translation model presented
in section 3.2. The model was trained directly on
the Tunisian to English task (no pre-training of
the encoder-decoder model), using SAMU−XLS−R
trained on 100 languages. We used adapters
(Houlsby et al., 2019) inside the encoder to keep
the semantic information while fine-tuning.

4.3 Results

Table 1 presents our ST results for the Tunisian
to English Dialectal and Low-resource track. Our
primary system obtained a BLEU of 20.7 on our
validation set. As shown in the tables, the official
evaluation scores appear to be low compared to
the good result obtained on the validation set. We
suspect that our test submission was not conform
to the evaluation specifications. We speculate that
this difference between validation and test scores is
due to the fact we did not remove the punctuation
nor the disfluencies tokens from the case-sensitive
translation we submitted, while the evaluation is
made lowercase and no punctuation. We mistak-
enly expected this normalization step to be applied
by the organizers instead of the participant. We
were able to ask the organizers to evaluate our nor-
malized output after the evaluation period. The
results are reported in Table 1. Test2 refers to the
IWSLT 2022 evaluation campaign test, and test3
refers to the one of IWSLT 2023. This normaliza-
tion before the training of our translation model is
expected to further improve our results because we
believe that the post-deadline fix more accurately
reflects our system’s true performance.

System Description valid test2 test3

primary SAMU−XLS−R 100 20.7 9.6 8.8
post-deadline fix SAMU−XLS−R 100 20.7 18.2 16.3

Table 1: Results for Tunisian Arabic to English
translation systems in terms of %BLEU for low-
resource (LR)track.

5 Tamasheq-French Experiments

In this section we present our experiments for the
Tamasheq-French dataset in the context of the low-
resource ST track.

5.1 Data

This dataset, recently introduced in Boito et al.
(2022), contains 14 h of speech in the Tamasheq
language for the training split which corresponds
to 4,444 utterances translated to French. The de-
velopment set contains 581 utterances (a little bit
less than 2 h of speech), the 2022 test set contains
804 utterances (approximatively 2 h of speech).
The 2023 test set contains 374 utterances (approxi-
matively 1 h of speech). Additional audio data was
also made available through the Niger-Mali audio
collection: 224 h in Tamasheq and 417 h in geo-
graphically close languages (French from Niger,
Fulfulde, Hausa, and Zarma).3 For all this data, the
speech style is radio broadcasting, and the dataset
presents no transcription.

5.2 Models

For the Tamasheq to French task, we performed
several experiments. First of all, we did the same
experiment that was done for Pashto-French and
Tunisian-English tasks. We used the end-to-end
translation model presented in section 3.2, directly
trained on the Tamasheq→French task. Directly
means that we used SAMU−XLS−R-xx (xx corre-
sponds to the number of languages in the training
set, equals to 53, 60 and 100) to initialise the en-
coder and performed the training of the encoder-
decoder model using the Tamasheq→French train-
ing set.

We used the CoVoST-2 (Wang et al., 2020)
X→EN speech-translation dataset in which we
translated the EN text into French (using Mbart
Many-to-Many). Additionally, we exploited the Eu-
roparl benchmark, which comprises 72 translation
tasks (denoted as X→Y), with the source language
set (X ) consisting of nine languages: FR, DE, ES,
IT, PL, PT, RO, NL, and EN. The target language
set (Y) is equivalent to the source language set. For
the specific training data distribution of each of the
72 translation tasks, refer to (Iranzo-Sánchez et al.,
2019).

We trained a translation model using CoVost-2
X→FR,EN and Europarl X→FR, namely models

3https://demo-lia.univ-avignon.fr/
studios-tamani-kalangou/
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System Description valid test 2023

primary samu100l[cv2_xx→(en,fr)+europarl_xx→fr] + test22 21.39 16.00

contrastive1 samu100l[cv2_xx→(en,fr)+europarl_xx→fr] 21.41 16.52
contrastive2 samu60l[cv2_xx→(en,fr)+europarl_xx→fr] + test22 20.80 15.84
contrastive3 samu60l[cv2_xx→(en,fr)+europarl_xx→fr] 20.66 15.35
contrastive4 samu100l continue training + test22 21.39 16.30
contrastive5 samu100l continue training 20.78 15.60
baseline best system from IWSLT2022 8.34 5.70

Table 2: Results of the Tamasheq-French ST systems in terms of BLEU score.

samu60l[cv2_xx→(en,fr)+europarl_xx→fr] and
samu100l[cv2_xx→(en,fr)+europarl_xx→fr]). We
also translated the French translation of the
Tamasheq speech into Spanish, Portuguese and En-
glish (still using MBart Many to Many).

Using the pre-trained models, we trained a trans-
lation model from Tamasheq to French, Spanish,
English and Portugese. We added the 2022 test set
inside the training corpus for the Primary model.

Moreover, we used the last checkpoint of the
SAMU−XLS−R training (100 languages) and pushed
further the training using the LaBSE embeddings
of the translations of the Tamasheq into French,
Spanish, English and Portuguese. Then using the
specialized Tamasheq SAMU−XLS−R, we trained a
Tamasheq to French, Spanish, English, Portuguese
model.

5.3 Results

Table 2 presents our ST results for the Tamasheq to
French task. Our first contrastive model performed
better than the Primary model (16.52 for the con-
trastive model compare to 16.00 for the primary
model). This was unexpected because the 2022
test set was added inside the training corpus for
the Primary model and not in the contrastive one.
The constrative4 and contrastive5 performances (in
which we push the training of the SAMU−XLS−R-
100 model further) are very close to the primary
and contrastive1 (16.30 BLEU vs 16.52 BLEU).

We did not use the 224 hours of unlabelled
data. We could probably get better results by us-
ing pseudo-labelling using our best model and then
using the translation for the training of the transla-
tion model. Another direction could be the use of
another decoder like the recently proposed NLLB
model (Costa-jussà et al., 2022).

6 Pashto-French Experiments

In this section, we present our experiments for the
first edition of translating Pashto speech to French
in the context of the low-resource ST track for
IWSLT 2023.

6.1 Data

The Pashto-French dataset used in our experiments
was provided by ELDA. This dataset is available in
the ELRA catalog, TRAD Pashto Broadcast News
Speech Corpus (ELRA catalogue, 2016b) concern
audio files and TRAD Pashto-French Parallel cor-
pus of transcribed Broadcast News Speech - Train-
ing data (ELRA catalogue, 2016a) are their tran-
scriptions.

This dataset is a collection of about 108 hours of
Broadcast News with transcriptions in Pashto and
translations in French text. Dataset is build from
collected recordings from 5 sources: Ashna TV,
Azadi Radio, Deewa Radio, Mashaal Radio and
Shamshad TV. Training data contains 99h of speech
in Pashto, which corresponds to 29,447 utterances
translated into French.

We participated for Pashto to French task for
both types of submissions: constrained and uncon-
strained conditions. For constrained conditions,
systems are trained only on the dataset provided by
the organizers, while for unconstrained conditions,
systems can be trained with any resource, including
pre-trained models.

We investigate two types of ST architectures:
end-to-end architectures 6.2, and pipeline 6.3 mod-
els.

6.2 Pipeline models

For the cascaded approach, i.e. the task of using an
ASR model followed by a MT model, we focused
on Wav2Vec2.0 (Baevski et al., 2020) as a Speech-
to-Text system. The architecture used is Wav2Vec2-
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XLSR-53 (Conneau et al., 2020), a large version of
Wav2Vec2 pre-trained on the multilingual dataset
Common-Voice (Ardila et al., 2020b). Once adding
a language modeling head on top of the model for
fine-tuning on the Pashto dataset, we observed a
score of less than 20% of WER and a good model-
ing of the reference language since the difference of
the scores for translating written Pashto to written
French when using either the reference or the gener-
ated Pashto text, was always less than 0.5 of BLEU.
For the MT system, we tested multiple approaches
using auto regressive Sequence-2-Sequence mod-
els.

We mainly focused on transformers encoder-
decoder systems from small basic transformers
(contrastive3 in Table 3) to large pre-trained mul-
tilingual text-to-text transformers such as T5 (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) and mT5 (multilingual T5). For
primary cascaded system, models are based on a
convolutional model (fconv) (Gehring et al., 2017)
upgraded (fconv-up). We reduced the depth and the
width of both the encoder and decoder to adapt the
size of our fconv model to our dataset. Our fconv-
up model achieves 14.52 of BLEU on valid set and
15.56 on the test set, while fconv would give 13 of
BLEU. Compared to the cascaded baseline system,
based on small basic transformers (contrastive3),
fconv-up cascaded system outperforms by 6 BLEU
points.

Experiments have been carried out in order to
extract the encoder of the fine-tuned W2V and use
the latent representation of the audio to train an
auto-regressive decoder and thus to skip the Speech-
to-Text part, but without any success.

6.3 End-to-end models

We used the end-to-end translation model presented
in section 3.2. The model was trained directly
on the Pashto to French task (no pre-training of
the encoder-decoder model), using SAMU−XLS−R
trained on 53 and 100 languages. We used adapters
(Houlsby et al., 2019) inside the encoder to keep
the semantic information while fine-tuning.

Two constrained contrastive end-to-end systems
were submitted for this task. Both share the same
encoder-decoder architecture using transformers
(Vaswani et al., 2017). The system encoder is the
encoder from a Whisper small (768) (Radford et al.,
2022) pre-trained model. The decoder has a dimen-
sion of 512 using 8 heads and 6 layers. It is not pre-
trained. A feed forward network projection layer

is used between the encoder and decoder to con-
nect both modules. The difference between both
systems lies in the use of a transformer language
model trained from scratch on the provided dataset.

Both of these systems were also trained on addi-
tional Pashto data and submitted as contrastive un-
constrained systems 2 and 3. The language model
was not trained on the additional data.

6.4 Results

Results for constrained and unconstrained condi-
tions are presented in Table 3 and Table 4 respec-
tively.

Constrained
System Description valid test

primary Pipeline, fconv-up 14.52 15.56
contrastive1 E2E, without LM 11.06 15.29
contrastive2 E2E, with LM 11.11 15.06
contrastive3 Pipeline 10.5 9.2

Table 3: Results for Constrained Pashto-to-French ST
systems in terms of %BLEU score.

As for constrained setting, we noted that a
pipeline of two E2E ASR and NMT system gives
better results compared to using one speech trans-
lation E2E system. Although the usage of a LM
improves the E2E ST further, we were not able
to exceed the pipeline of the two E2E systems
(ASR+NMT).

Unconstrained
System Description valid test

primary SAMU_XLSR 100l 24.82 24.87
contrastive1 SAMU_XLSR 53l 23.38 23.87
contrastive2 E2E, without LM 12.26 15.18
contrastive3 E2E, with LM 12.16 15.07

Table 4: Results for Unconstrained Pashto-to-French ST
systems in terms of %BLEU score.

When we switch to the unconstrained setting,
we see a significant improvement demonstrated by
a dramatic increases of the BLEU score with the
SAMU−XLS−R system. SAMU−XLS−R obtained a
BLEU of 24.87 on the test set when trained start-
ing from a pretrained encoder with 100 languages
(SAMU−XLS−R-100) and a full BLEU point less
(23.87) when we start from a 53 languages encoder
(SAMU−XLS−R-53).
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7 Conclusion

This paper presents results obtained on three tasks
from the IWSLT 2023 Dialectal and Low-resource
ST track, namely Tunisian to English, Tamasheq
to French and Pashto to French. Given an un-
constrained condition, our submission relies heav-
ily on the semantic speech representation learning
framework SAMU-XLS-R that greatly improves
results compared to the other submitted end-to-
end ST models by leveraging multilingual data
from other languages. These data can thus come
from high resource languages and help to allevi-
ate the low-resource setting difficulty. We indeed
observe slightly improved results when using a
SAMU-XLS-R model trained on more languages
(Tamasheq to French : 15.35 BLEU when using
60 languages, 16.52 BLEU when using 100 lan-
guages). We believe results could be further im-
proved by using the unlabelled data available for
the Tunisian to English and the Tamasheq to French
tasks, and by investigating other decoders in our
encoder-decoder framework.
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